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As the Ukrainian Foreign Ministry officials were struggling to convince the West of the state's desire to
integrate into the European and Euro-Atlantic structures and play a role in the Kosovo settlement,
speaker of the Ukrainian parliament and a 1999 presidential candidate Oleksandr Tkachenko met the
delegation of the Russian Soviet of Federation led by chairman of the Upper Chamber Yegor Stroyev at
the Kyiv Boryspil airport, decorated with Ukrainian and Russian state banners. "We undertake the
integration of economies so that all legislatures of our countries push the executive bodies in that
direction, and I believe we will succeed", said Tkachenko. "I came to a person, Oleksandr Tkachenko,
with whom we have already been integrated for a long time. There are no problems of questions
between us. I believe we will come to terms," Yegor Stroyev added.
The interparliamentary conference "Belarus, Russia, Ukraine: Experience and Problems of
Integration", organized under the auspices of the CIS Interparliamentary Assembly in Kyiv on June 10-
11, 1999 and attended by a parliamentary delegation of Yugoslavia, was announced to aim at
deepening economic integration, harmonisation of the legislations of the potential "Slavic Union"
member states, and prospects for development of the Russian-Belarussian union.
Initially, the forum was expected to take place in Chernihiv, a small quiet town in the north-east of
Ukraine. However, a quiet gathering would not serve the purpose pursued by the leader of the
organization's steering committee, speaker of the Ukrainian parliament Oleksandr Tkachenko: to use
the conference as an important part of his newly-launched presidential campaign.
About 250 predominantly left-wing representatives of the parliaments of Ukraine, Russia, Belarus and
Yugoslavia, and a delegation of the CIS Interparliamentary Assembly tried to show ability to work
effectively and cooperate with governmental officials, business circles and state agencies like the
customs service and the taxation administration. The new integration strategy was outlined in speeches
of Oleksandr Tkachenko, chairman of the Soviet of Federation of the Russian Federal Assembly Yegor
Stroyev and the chairman of the Soviet of Republic of the Belarussian National Assembly P. Shipuk.
Oleksandr Tkachenko started by stating that "independence brought to Ukrainians, a well as to
Russians and Belarussians, tangible decrease in their standards of living, abrupt recession of economic
development, noticeable deterioration of defence ability." "Within the Soviet Union we used to live
more friendly, better, quieter", he added. Hearing the head of the legislature and a presidential
candidate blame the economic disarray on independence of the state he leads sent a worrying sign to
advocates of democracy throughout Ukraine.
Although Mr. Tkachenko refrained from his usual calls for adopting a unified currency, merging
national economies and governments of "Slavic states", and spoke about "creation of a joint Ukrainian-
Russian-Belarussian market" instead, designed to "restore the lost might", the proposed strategy of
"deepening economic and trade ties", if implemented, is likely to effectively block Ukraine's chances
for developing economic integration with the third states and completing the market transformation
successfully. Specifically, Mr. Tkachenko's plan includes development of "synchronous legislation",
cooperation of "regions and working collectives", preferential taxation, creation of common financial-
industrial groups, joint ventures, free trade economic zones on the three states' common borders,
simplified customs procedures for the partners. According to Mr. Tkachenko, united efforts should be
targeted at winning external markets. Furthermore, "joining forces, not competition, should equally
govern our actions in third countries not only in the economic, but also in foreign policy and, in
particular, the military technology fields", he argued. Under the current law, foreign and defence
policies are set by the head of the state and cannot be altered by the parliament; therefore, in order to
put his agenda into practice Mr. Tkachenko has to win the October 1999 race first, or find good
arguments to convince the winner to subscribe to the integration strategy.
There were a number of unexpected things in the way the conference was organized and presented.
First, the timing, particularly in the context of recent developments in the former Yugoslavia, and the
invitation of a Yugoslav delegation after the Russian and the Yugoslav parliaments' votes in favor of
creating a common "Slavic union", was rather provocative. Second, the Ukrainian parliament did not
discuss the issue of delegating its representatives to the conference at all, and it is unclear whether the
other delegations were authorized by their respective parliaments. Third, the conference, described as
informal but arranged with all formal features like playing the three states' national anthems and the
President's meeting with heads of the delegations, held in the official premises of the state's legislature
in the time when Ukraine's relations with the Council of Europe are under a major challenge, could not
but do a bad service to Ukraine's image internationally and deal a blow to the administration's declared
course towards European integration as a strategic goal. According to a high-ranking official of the
Ukrainian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, quoted by the Interfax Ukraina agency, the government and the
Foreign Ministry were informed about the conference by the organizers "a few hours in advance",
presumably because the slogans of closer cooperation and integration were used as the disguise for
"unconstitutional plans not only to review the foreign policy course but to drop the Ukrainian
independent statehood".
Speaking at the conference, first vice speaker of the parliament Adam Martyniuk promised that the
parliament would discuss the issue of Ukraine's accession to the Russian-Belarussian Union. Although
any statements and resolutions adopted by the conference may not have any legal force, and the pledge
to raise the issue of integration into the Russian-Belarussian union is irrelevant as at least a referendum
and major changes to the Constitution to actually join the formation.
To many observers' surprise, the conference had been given positive comments by vice speaker of the
Ukrainian parliament Victor Medvedchuk, leader of the United Social Democrats regarded as one of
the key backers of President Kuchma's re-election bid. The common view is that the conference added
publicity to Oleksandr Tkachenko and enhanced his chances to become the strongest, if not the only
one, left-wing candidates. Tkachenko, who has effectively snatched the integration trump card from the
Communist leader Petro Symonenko, now also enjoys support of Russia's chief Communist Hennadiy
Zyuganov.
The President's attitude to the controversial conference was manifested in his agreement to meet the
conference leaders and the statement of Victor Medvedchuk that President Kuchma had a "positive
view" on the event, as the issue of economic cooperation and exchange of experience of law-making
could not harm any state's sovereignty. "Therefore, I think that all talks about some mutiny, upheavals
and alike have no grounds and are not possible either on part of the executive branch or of the
President," he added, stating that "there are no objections - neither legislative, nor political - to having
such an interparliamentary conference."
In fact, the incumbent President so far seems to be the main beneficiary of the effect made by the
controversial conference. Probably, what Leonid Kuchma needs now to convince non-left forces and
voters in Ukraine as well as the West that he is the only alternative to restoration of a communist
regime, is to borrow Mr. Zyuganov for a while and have him chair the Communist Party Ukraine. By
organizing the high-profile conference, attended by high-ranking Russian pro-Union politicians, and,
probably, securing support of the Russian Communist leaders, Mr. Tkachenko made the President's
task simpler.
Remarkably, recent political developments displayed a rare exchange of favors between the speaker of
the parliament and President Kuchma's backers. Commenting on the speaker's decision to run for
presidency, vice speaker Victor Medvedchuk argued that the suggestion of some right-wingers that
Tkachenko should leave his position as the speaker to be eligible to run had no legal grounds, as neither
the Constitution nor the presidential election law disqualifies either the speaker or the incumbent
president from taking part in the race.
The Commonwealth of Independent States that seemed to be fading away as the structure proved to be
amorphous and inadequate for responding to challenges faced by its post-Soviet members is likely to
be given a new push. Shortly after occupying a temporary position of the chairman of the Council of
heads of governments of the CIS states, Ukrainian Prime Minister Valery Pustovoitenko promised at a
recent congress of the pro-presidential People's Democratic party (PDP) that "by January 1, 2000, the
government will to the Verkhovna Rada [Ukrainian parliament] a package of bills designed to provide
the legal framework for deepening this country's integration into the CIS. The statement may be
regarded as a "thank you" gesture, made to the parliament in advance in a well-grounded hope that the
parliament will not push for Pustovoitenko's dismissal, expected to follow his forthcoming report about
the government's contribution to overcoming the current crisis.
On the eve of the "integrationist" conference, after it was announced that the event would take place in
the official atmosphere of the parliament's assembly hall and the leaders of the delegations would be
invited to a meeting with President Kuchma at the formal reception venue, the Mariinsky Palace,
speaker Tkachenko addressed leaders of parliamentary factions and groups with an appeal not to hold
the hearing of the government's responsibility of June 16, as had been initially planned, and postpone it
at least till July. The arguments in favor of the delay included the need to approve the Budget Code that
had passed the first reading and is currently being upgraded by the Budget Committee in cooperation
with the Cabinet of Ministers, as well as to adopt the Taxation Code and the Budget Resolution. The
speaker also argued that debates over the measure of the government's responsibility would have a
negative impact on efforts to counter economic challenges. In reality the expressed position means
there will be more bargaining with, and concessions to, the Communist and Peasant factions that
initiated the issue of the government's liability.
Instead of Conclusion
According to the Ukrainian Constitution, no issue involving sovereignty or internal affairs of Ukraine
may be decided by any joint, supragovernmental or supranational bodies. Therefore, any document
adopted by the conference's steering committee, will have a symbolic value. Yet, the symbolism of
"Slavic" integration for the majority of Ukraine's most active voters adopts special significance during
the presidential election campaign should be a signal to Ukrainian democratic forces to enhance their
efforts in advocating the pro-democracy, pro-Europe and pro-market directions for Ukraine's
development beyond the October 1999 election.
During the parliamentary week of June 15-18, the Ukrainian parliament will debate four bills
connected to the implementation of Ukraine's commitments connected to its membership in the Council
of Europe, including the bill on moratorium on executing capital punishment. According to vice
speaker Victor Medvedchuk, the failure to adopt new Criminal and Civil Codes cannot be regarded as a
reason for suspending the Ukrainian delegation to the Council's of Europe Parliamentary Assembly.
However, the traditional reference to "economic, social and political processes that are taking place in
Ukraine" and expectations that the current problems experienced by Ukraine "will enable the
Parliamentary Assembly to act in a considerate way with regard to the Ukrainian delegation's
authority" may not work this time.
The faster Eastern European states drop their "nostalgia for Communism", the faster they will move
ahead, was one of key ideas expressed by Bulgarian President Peter Stoyanov at a recent press
conference in Kyiv. The Ukrainian leadership agreed, and spoke about Ukraine's strife for becoming
closer to the European community as passionately as leaders of the other branch of power discussed
prospects for a "Slavic Union" the day before.
